Core Capabilities
Introduction
For over 50 years, MIC Group has provided manufacturing solutions to our customers utilizing our global facilities
and unmatched offering of services. Renowned for our superior quality, unparalleled customer service, and expert
technical support, MIC Group offers comprehensive solutions to the most complex of manufacturing challenges.
Precision Machining, Electron Beam Welding, Investment Casting, Pressure Testing & NDT and Integrated
Supply Chain Services coupled with a proactive Safety Culture, comprehensive Quality Program and an
extensive Engineering and Programing department make up the myriad of services MIC Group provides.
These capabilities allow us to focus on the extensive needs of our customers.
As a result we are able to
provide a lower cost, shorter lead times and a host of solutions for our customers, regardless of industry.

Specificiations
Part Weight Limit

Primary Materials

Quality Certifications
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Up to 5 Tons
based on crane(s)

Stainless Steel
Nickel Based Alloys
Cobalt Based Alloys
Beryllium Copper
Titanium
MP35N
ISO 9001:2015 & AS9100

Turning
Summary
While we specialize in “long” tubular type parts with tolerances into the +/- .0001” range, we are able to adapt to meet any
of our customer needs relative to part dimensions, material and quantities. We do this by employing both Horizontal and
Vertical Turning capabilities. Many times customers have unique needs associated with size, weight and material that cannot
be addressed through just one type of turning service. MIC Group has invested in both Horizontal and Vertical Turning
Machines to allow us to address these needs. Both of these machine types address even the most complex issues of our
customers and we are able to do so in house while working in conjunction with our other services as applicable. Our Turning
services are available at all of our locations and are supported by utilizing the latest technologies and machining techniques.

Horizontal Turning Specifications
Type(s)

CNC Manual

Max Boring Depth

3” to 40” in length

Spindle Bore Size

1” to 10 1/2” in dia.

Distance between Centers

12” to 224” in length

# of Axis

2

Steady Rest OD

2” to 30” in dia.

Live Tooling

Yes

Rearchuck

Yes

Max Swing

8” to 40” in dia.

Work Envelopes (Min)

6” x 12”
6” x 14”

Work Envelopes (Max)

19” x 120”
20” x 180”
32” x 224”
30” x 70”

Max Turning

6” to 32” in dia.

Vertical Turning Specifications
Type

CNC

Max Cutting Height

63”

Max Swing

98”

# of Axis

2

Work Envelope

63” x 98”
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Milling
Summary
Whether your needs require difficult Vertical Milling processes or the unique aspects of Horizontal Milling,
our knowledge and industry leading equipment enable us to tackle the most difficult of our customers milling
requirements.
Our machines provide this service up to 5 Axis’ on our Vertical Milling Machines and 4 Axis’
on our Horizontal Milling Machines. Available at all of our locations, either onsite or through the utilization of
our intercompany processes, we are able to bring our services to our customers regardless of your location.

Vertical Milling Specifications
Type

CNC

Through Spindle Coolant

Yes

High Pressure Coolant

Yes

Dual Pallet

No

# of Axis

5
X,Y,Z

Working Envelopes/Max

120” x 35” x 40”
120” x 40” x 30”
141” x 36” x 32”

Horizontal Milling Specifications
Type

CNC

Through Spindle Coolant

Yes

High Pressure Coolant

Yes

Dual Pallet

Yes

# of Axis

4
X,Y,Z

Working Envelopes/Max

59” x 47” x 27”
60” x 60” x 48”
118” x 90” x 63”
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Wire & Plunge EDM
Wire & Plunge EDM Summary
MIC Group offers Electrical Discharge Machining (EDM) as part of our specialty services. EDM uses an electrical discharge
or spark to remove material and is typically applied to complex dimensional shapes. This method is especially wellsuited for cutting intricate contours or delicate cavities that would be difficult to produce with a grinder, an end mill or
other cutting tools. In addition Material Hardness has little to no impact on its effectiveness and can be applied to any
material that is electrically conductive. MIC Group has a dedicated EDM Department that supports all of our Precision
Machining Services as well as EDM specific requirements from our customers. We operate both Wire and Plunge EDM.

EDM
Type

Wire

Plunge

Max Tank Height

16.5”

17.7”

Working Envelope

41” x 32” x16.5”

43” x 32” x 18”

Open Height Min

1.0”

1.0”

Open Height Max

16.5”

17.7”
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Gundrilling
Summary
Gundrilling is a special and unique machining service that creates a long, very straight, relatively small diameter
hole. The service is applicable to a broad range of materials. We are able to achieve tight tolerances, smooth
surface finishes and then easily repeat the process. Typically, this specialized service is not a core competency
of a machining organization. MIC Group is pleased to offer in-house gundrilling to our customers to eliminate
the extended project lead time associated with outsourcing. This, in turn, saves our customers time and money.

Specifications
Min Diameter & Max Depth

.093” x 30”

Max Diameter & Max Depth

1.5” x 72”
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Ejector Drilling & Honing
Summary
Similar to Gundrilling only with greater diameters, Ejector drilling provides the same benefits but with larger residual
holes. Also called a dual tube system it uses high pressure coolant in the space between the inner and outer tube so
the chips are discharged through the same inner tube providing an efficient chip removal process. This in turn makes a
more efficient metal removal process. Honing is a precise and efficient process of creating a finished inside diameter
dimension. This process is highly applicable to parts which require a relatively large diameter hole with tight tolerances.

Ejector Drilling Specifications
Max Diameter & Max Depth
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5.25” ID x 155”

Honing Specifications
Max Diameter & Max Depth

4.25” ID x 155”

Max Diameter & Max Depth

4.5” ID x 144”

Integrated Supply Chain
Private Label Manufacturing
We currently provide this service to a Fortune 10 customer. Also termed Contract Manufacturing, our Private Label service
allows our customers to fully integrate their manufacturing, sales, operations and shipping requirements under one roof.
We operate as an extension of your business, utilizing 100% of your processes, standards and requirements. In addition to
the manufacturing requirements, we manage all supply chain aspects including procurement and inventory control coupling
them with sales order processing. Add in 100% dedicated personnel, equipment and buildings and a comprehensive Private
Label Manufacturing service is presented to our customers providing a myriad of cost, delivery and customer service benefits.

Industry

All

Part/Assembly Type

Unlimited

Testing Parameters

Any

Long Term Agreement

Available

Production Mix/Volume

Low/Medium/High Mix
Low/Medium/High Volume

Turnkey Sevices
Our Turnkey Services plan allows for a segmented integration into your manufacturing process providing specific solutions
to specific problems. In today’s world of constant cost cutting and the streamlining of the manufacturing process, Turnkey
Services continue to be the answer for many of our customers. The ability to reduce costs and shorten lead times for
individually machined items is a key element in your critical decision process. Our ability to combine all the necessary
services needed for assemblies and subassemblies, including outside processes, functional testing, shipping, supply
chain management, and inventory control provides you and your business the competitive advantage you are looking for!

Outside Services

Utilize ours or use customer
approved vendors

Certifications

To Customer Standards

Testing Capabilities

Any

Production Mix/Volume

Low/Medium/High Mix
Low/Medium/High Volume

Integrated Supply Chain
Electro/Mechanical Assembly
A core competency of the MIC Group has been developed during our many years of providing Electro/Mechanical
Assembly to our customers. We begin by supplying the key mating parts to mechanically based assemblies and
subassemblies manufactured customer dictated standards. To support the final product requirement, we also provide
assembly of electrically based components such as wire harnesses, connectors and other non-mechanical aspects of our
customers assemblies. The internal capabilities to provide both of these services have been of high value to our partners.

Certification

IPC-J-STD-001C

Certification

WHMA-A-620

Certification

IPC-A-610
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Electron Beam Welding
Summary
During this process a high energy Electron Beam melts a narrow region at the joining interfaces. Electron Beam welding produces
a minimal Heat Affected Zone (HAZ) in the materials being joined but requires the welding to be done in a vacuum atmosphere.
This vacuum all but eliminates the introduction of impurities and is operationally efficient in regards to speed and repeatability.
Benefits of Electron Beam Welding are no filler material, deep penetration, narrow heat affected zone, minimum distortion to work
piece with near parent metal strength if not improved strength. Electron Beam Welding allows you to mate dissimilar metals as well.

Specifications

Materials

Nickel Based Alloys
Cobalt Based Alloys
Stainless Steel
Titanium
Aluminum
Steel
Most other metals

Active Chamber Size

36” cube

Non Active Chamber Size
(extension of Active Chamber)

24” dia x 16’ length

Weld Depth Penetration

.003”- 2.0”
(based on material)
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Investment Casting
Investment Casting Summary
The investment casting process or lost wax process, can produce some of the most intricate shapes. In order to
produce & machine these parts, you need to have in depth knowledge of the casting process for various alloys
coupled with machining experience...all of which MIC Group possesses. There is no other metal working process
that provides the design freedom to easily create complex intricate shapes and assemblies as the investment casting
process. The lost wax method out performs any other casting process when it comes to superior surface finishes,
especially when compared to sand cast, forged or welded fabrications. MIC Group is also well versed in the necessary
post cast steps to greatly reduce or eliminate naturally occurring porosity issues. MIC Group combines all of our
services including our Integrated Supply Chain services to provide an unparalleled in house answer to your needs.

Investment Casting
Materials

Cobalt Alloys
Stainless Steel

Weight Limit

29# Part Weight
75# Tree Weight

Process

Tilt Pour

Casting Mold Type

Lost Wax

Production Volume

Specialty Production Shop, Prototype,
Low/Medium Volume
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Pressure Testing & NDT
Summary
In addition to a part or assembly being manufactured, many of our customers need some level of functional or physical testing.
We are able to provide both pressure testing and non-destructive testing on site. Both have fully trained personnel to address
these specific processes to ensure all the testing parameters are met and are able to provide fully certified results as well.

Pressure Testing Specifications
External Testing

20K PSI @ Ambient Temp

10” OD x 4’

External Testing

30K PSI @ Ambient Temp

7” OD x 5’

Internal Testing w/ Custom Fittings

20K PSI @ Ambient Temp

7” OD x 5’

NDT Specifications
LPI
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Level 2

Technical Support

Safety
We have an exemplary safety record and take great pride in the millions of man hours without a loss time incident that
we have achieved as a company. Our people are our greatest asset and the nature of our work requires the highest
level of safety for not only achieving the highest levels of execution but for the personal safety of our employees.

Quality
The need for the most accurate measuring devices to ensure a quality part is essential to our operations. We
strive to use the best equipment, procedures, interactive programming and professional skill available to
ensure our products meet the highest quality standards. Our integrated QMS system ensures we provide
the same level of quality throughout our company.
All MIC Group facilities are ISO 9001: 2008 Certified.
Quantity

2

1

Model

Zeiss Contura G2 10216

Zeiss 60120-48/50

Share Programs

Yes

Yes

Measuring Range

40” x 48” x 24”

60” x 120” x 50”

Max Workpiece Weight

2,535 lbs

8,375 lbs

Quantity

1

1

Model

Mitutoyo BRT-A916

Wenzel LH-87

Share Programs

Yes

Yes

Measuring Range

36” x 63” x 24”

32” x 40” x 28”

Max Workpiece Weight

2,644 lbs

1,510 lbs

Technical Support
Engineering, Programming & Prototyping
Our full-time Engineering and Programming departments allow us to collaborate with our customers. An example
of this is our ability to balance the unique needs of prototyping a part or assembly with that of full scale production.
Prototyping can be a tedious and time consuming endeavor but our experience and expertise provides efficiencies
to this process for our customers. In addition being able to provide repair to existing assets or implement
aftermarket services for existing or parts we produce are major advantages of our technical support operations.

Operational Support
Software

Department

Solid Works

Engineering

Pro E

Engineering

Master Cam

Engineering

Esprit

Engineering

Vericut

Engineering

MicroEstimator

Quoting

JD Edwards (ERP)

Operations

Production Scheduling (MRP

Operations

